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After seeing the explosion of robotics in Minnesota and 
around the world, we were inspired to create a manual to 
guide students through their adventures.  The purpose of 

this manual is to help students develop robotics and research 
skills while they also make connections to the real world, 

acquire confidence in STEM, and find joy in discovery.

Each learning opportunity is presented within a context 
to highlight its purpose and application.  Our aim is for 

students to learn specific skills they can later apply in varied 
situations.  While we hope this manual will help students grow, 
it can never take the place of a dedicated teacher or coach.  

Have fun!

Ben, Jeanna, Tim, and the STARBASE Team
STARBASE Minnesota, Inc.

This publication is funded with a grant from the Minnesota Department of Education 
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You’ll need to know some 
symbols to understand the book.

Watch a video on the companion website

Record your data or observations

Think about what you have learned and 
write a summary

View a document on the website

Take notes about your program

Check in with your teacher or coach

- Pro
gram

mer

- Pie
ce Find

er

- Measur
er

- Builder

- Model Checker

- Bot Handler

- Variab
le    

  Checker

You’re going to work 
with a team of people 

to accomplish your 
goals. A project 

manager will lead your 
team and make sure 
you stay on track.

Robots can be complex, 
but once you get the 

hang of it, they’re really 
fun to use!

At first, the jobs 
will be listed. 

Then, you’ll get to 
make up your own.

- Pr
ogra

mmer

- Pie
ce F

inde
r

- Meas
urer

- Build
er

- Mode
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- Bot H
and

ler
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ble

Chec
ker

Chec
ker

Hi! Welcome 
to our robotics 

adventure!

Let’s go on a 
tour of this 
guidebook.

Does everyone 
get a job?

Of course! A 
team needs    

everyone’s help.

Cool. What else 
do we need to 

know?

http://www.starbasemn.org/robotics/
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10 mm = 1 cm

100 cm = 1 m

10 mm = 1 cm

100 cm = 1 m

#

centimeter
millimeter

1 2 109876543 17161514131211

Ready to get started?

Scientists around the 
world use the metric 

system of measurement.

It looks like there are 
helpful numbers on the 

top of the page - an 
activity number and 

amount of time. If we get done 
early, can we 

play dodgeball?

We’ll see what our 
coach says. If we go too 
fast, we might have to 

re-do something.

Activities will go faster if 
you work as a team!

You’ll also get to 
meet engineers who 
do robotics activities 

in the real world.

I can’t wait to 
meet you!

What? No 
inches?!

Nope.  We’ll use 
millimeters, centimeters, 
and meters, just like real 

engineers.

#
Minutes
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When this adventure is 
complete, you will say 
“I can...”

Follow a set of instructions to build a robot
Program my robot to make basic movements
Conduct a controlled experiment to collect data
Gather information from a research article

PROCONNECT

Let’s
Team
Up!

You and your teammates will each have important roles in your robotics adventures. Make sure you take turns doing each job so everyone learns!

DR. AYANNA HOWARD
Robotics Professor

Dr. Ayanna Howard 
teaches robotics 
at Georgia Tech. 
She is interested 
in robots used in 
space exploration 

and making 
autonomous, 

“smart” robots.

Movement
Building and programming 
to get the bot moving!

Adventure

1

Adventure Preview
On your first robotics adventure, you and your 
team will learn the fundamentals of robotics, 
including building a base robot design and 
programming it to move forward. Make sure to 
record experiment results so you can look back 
at them later!
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To begin your robotics adventure, you will build your first robot!

Robot Kit*Some assembly required

Robot Kit
*Some assembl

y required

Hour
s 

of 
Fun!

*

Robot Kit*Some assembl
y required

Hour
s 

of 
Fun!

*

Hey, everyone!
Check it out. My 

new robot is here!

Cool!
I just see one 

problem...
What?

Never fear!
 The manual is here!

Yeah. We can 
build the robot 

together.
It will be fun!

They sent a box 
of robot PIECES!They didn’t send 

you a robot. 
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Before starting this project, you will assemble your 
team and decide what jobs need to be done.

Piece finder(s): Looks for the pieces 
needed to build the model

Model checker(s): Monitors the 
instruction manual and robot to make 
sure the robot is built correctly

Builder(s): Assembles the parts onto 
the robot

After building, look at the 2 wheels and small metal sphere (caster) 
on the robot. Focus on the metal caster in back.

Choose a project manager: The project manager keeps the team on 
track and also helps with other jobs. The project manager is the only 
job that stays the same for the whole activity.

Jobs for building the 
robot: 

Write each team 
member’s initials next 
to the job they will 
start with.

Rotate jobs after every 
5 pages of the building 
instructions.

Project Manager:

List three ways the caster helps the robot:

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Work as a team to complete a task
Follow instructions to build a robot
Analyze a design

Use the Base Bot Building Instructions to 
help you build your first robot!

1.

2.

3.

1.1
75

Minutes
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>move forward [infinite]
>run sensor [stop=10cm]
>reverse [sum a+b]
>run motors [a=-b]

Or do all of our homework!

Maybe it could bring us our lunches.

(Watch the video)

>move forward [infinite]
>run sensor [stop=10cm]
>reverse [sum a+b]
>run motors [a=-b]

Robots don’t have brains.

(Robotics Engineer)

You have to use your brain to 
think through everything the 

robot should do. 

Whoa! 
Nice robot!

What should we do 
with this thing?

Dr. Ayanna 
Howard!

You need... code!

Nice 
teamwork!

Great job 
building!

Dr. Howard, 
what are you 
doing here?

I heard you want 
your robot to do 
amazing things.

You need to know how 
to speak the language 

of the robot.

Meet Ayanna Howard
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Programmer: Creates and changes the 
program code

Bot handler: Carries the robot from 
the computer to the testing space
Measurer: Collects distance data 
during the experiment

Conduct an Experiment
• Create a Move Steering program.
• Leave the power set to 50 for each trial.
• Run the Move Steering program 5 times 

with different rotation values each time.
• Record the rotations and measured 

distance for each trial. 

Choose a project manager: The project manager will do other jobs but 
has the main responsibility of keeping the team on track for the whole 
activity.

Jobs for programming the 
robot: 

Write each team member’s 
initials next to the job 
they will start with.

Rotate jobs every time 
you change the program.

Project Manager:

Variable checker: Checks for a 
controlled and consistent experiment

Rotations Distance (cm)

Power=50 for all programs

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Follow instructions to write a simple program
Work as a team to conduct an experiment
Describe how changing the program changes the 
behavior of the robot

What happens to the robot when you increase the number of rotations?
How can you use this information to predict how far the robot will go?

Watch the Move Steering video on the website
http://www.starbasemn.org/robotics/

1.2
30
Minutes
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Me too. I’ve been trying to 
get my dog to sit, but all 
she does is lick my face.

I want to teach her to fetch, 
but I’m worried about what 

she might bring back!

...maybe I 
should have asked

 for a robot!

My mom said a 
dog would be 
hard work...

It sounds like 
the bot can do 
other tricks!

Really?! That’s 
awesome?

Cool!
Using code to 

write a program 
is awesome!

I wish everything 
worked that way.

We just have to tell 
the robot what to do, 
and it does exactly 

what we say.

Hey - I wonder if 
our robot knows 
any more tricks.

Did you know 
you can make 

your robot drive 
for a period of 

time too?

Oh, hi, Dr. Howard. Hi, kids! 
Nice work 

on your last 
program. The 
data looks 

great!
I see your duration 
units are labeled 

rotations.

Exactly! You just have to make an 
adjustment to the code, and the bot 

will do exactly what you tell it.
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Choose a project manager:

Choose Jobs:

This activity has the same jobs as the last 
one. Make sure to choose a new job, then 
get started!

Conduct an Experiment

Seconds Distance (cm)

Power=50 for all programs

• Create a Move Steering program and change 
the duration unit to On for Seconds. 

• Leave the power set to 50 for each trial. 
• Run the Move Steering program 5 times with 

different second values each time.
• Record the seconds and measured distance 

for each trial.

How are the rotations and seconds programs similar and different?

Why was it important to keep the power level at 50 for the whole experiment?

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Adjust the code of a simple program
Control the variables and collect data for an experiment
Describe how changing the program changes the behavior 
of the robot

1.3
30
Minutes

B + C

0 50 1#

#

#

90o

O�

On

On for Seconds

On for Degrees

On for Rotations
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$ $

Problem: We need to communicate 
with the rover.

Solution: Add a powerful antenna.
Problem: The Martian 
atmosphere is different than 
Earth’s.

Solution: Collect data about 
the atmosphere.

Problem: The ground is sandy 
and rocky.

Solution: Design strong 
wheels that can grip multiple 
surfaces. 

Problem: The rover needs power.

Solution: Generate electricity 
with a nuclear reactor.

Thanks for bringing 
this cool globe, 

Dr. Howard!

Dr. Howard, the 
robots you program 

are designed for Mars 
missions, right?

Engineers do a lot of 
research to identify the 
problems we’ll need to 
solve with our designs. 

Research makes our 
designs better and 
keeps them safe! 

That’s right. Robots can 
explore places that are too 

dangerous for people to 
explore themselves.

Of course! 

But that just means 
we need to make our 

robots smarter!

If Mars is so 
dangerous for 

people, don’t you 
worry about sending 
a billion dollar robot 

there too?

Problem: Mars is too far away to 
control the robot with a joystick.

Solution: Add sensors and logic to 
improve autonomous navigation.
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What is the main purpose of the article?

List three interesting facts the author included in the article:

Research is an important part of engineering. Read 
the article and answer the questions to help you 

improve your research skills.

Record the title, author, and name of website.
  

List three ways you can learn more about topics that interest you:

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Describe the role of research in the engineering design process
Record source information from an article
Read an article and gather information from it
Brainstorm ways to research interesting topics

1.

3.

2.

1.

3.

2.

1.4
45
Minutes

Look on the website to find the article you will read.
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Choose a project manager and team jobs for completing your experiment.

Rotations Power Distance (cm)
5 20
5 40
5 60
5 80
5 100

Conduct an Experiment
• Create a new Move Steering program using 

ROTATIONS.
• Run the Move Steering program 5 times with 

different power values each time.
• Record the measured distance for each trial. 
• Graph your data using a bar graph.

Change a Variable
• Change the duration variable in your 

Move Steering program to SECONDS.
• Repeat the experiment.
• Graph your data using a bar graph.

Robot Movement, 5 Rotations

Power

Di
st

an
ce

 (c
m

)

20 100806040

Circle the duration unit most 
affected by power level.

100

150

200

50

Seconds Power Distance (cm)
5 20
5 40
5 60
5 80
5 100

0

175

125

25

75

Robot Movement, 5 Seconds

Power

Di
st

an
ce

 (c
m

)

20 100806040

100

150

200

50

0

175

125

25

75

Rotations Seconds

Project Manager:

Compare Duration Units and Power Level
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Record Your Program

Fill in the note block below with information about the 
program that made your robot move the farthest.

What differences do you notice in the data when you compare 
seconds to rotations?

Other than changing the program, what factors could affect the power level 
of your robot?

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

File Name:

1.5
60
Minutes

After completing this activity, I can:
Control the variables in an experiment
Describe how power level affects programs using rotations
Describe how power level affects programs using seconds
Record the details of a simple robot program

+ 

Ports in Use

Type of Block

Unit (seconds, rotations)

Power

CB

Steering Number of 
Seconds or 
Rotations

End

Move Steering

Stop
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Robot Kit Tip #7 - Robotrundlewheel
Robodude2514 -   16 videos
Subscribe

1,238 views

357 2

Robo

I was doing some 
research online, and I saw 
people use our robot kit 
for all kinds of things. I 
found a way to measure 
distance with the robot. It looks like it’s 

programmed right into 
the robot.

We should try it out.

Yeah, it might 
be useful for us in 
our programming 

adventures.
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Project Manager:

Note: One rotation 
is equivalent to 

360 degrees. If you 
select rotations, 

the robot will round 
to the nearest 
rotation.  If you 

select degrees, the 
measurement will be 

more precise.

The display screen will show the 
number of degrees or rotations.

1.6
60
Minutes

Measure with Your Robot

1. Start at the EV3 home screen.

EV3 USB

Program

6. Roll your robot the 
distance you would like to 
measure. Make sure the 

motors turn.

EV3 USB

B : L-MOTOR-ROT

0

0rot

2. Press right button two times.

EV3 USB

Port View
Motor Control
IR Control
Brick Program
Brick Datalog

EV3 USB

1 : NONE

00

3. Select Port View with 
middle gray button.

EV3 USB

B : L-MOTOR-DEG

0

0deg
D

4. Press up and right.

EV3 USB

L-MOTOR-DEG 

L-MOTOR-DEG

0

D

5. Press middle gray button 
if you want to change from 

degrees to rotations.  Use up 
and down arrows and select 

with middle gray button.

Press top left button 
to reset and return 

to step 3.
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Use the area below to create a diagram of your classroom or work space.  
Include desks, tables, and any other obstacles your robot could run into.

Add dimensions (in degrees or rotations) by using your robot as a measuring tool.
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Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

List three ways this method would be useful when writing a program:

List two limitations or problems using this method to measure distance:

1.

3.

2.

1.

2.

Object Centimeters Rotations Degrees

Select three objects from your diagram. 
Measure the objects in centimeters using a meter stick.  

Use the robot to measure each object in rotations and degrees.
Record your data in the table below.

How are the rotation and degree measurements different? 

1.6

After completing this activity, I can:
Use my robot to measure rotations/degrees
Draw a detailed diagram with dimensions
Analyze the benefits and limitations of using my robot as 
a measuring tool
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Did you know?

You just have to follow a few steps:

1. Draw a line to connect the tops of your bars.
2. Choose a distance you want your robot to travel.
3. Find that distance on the y-axis.
4. Move straight across until you reach the line you drew.
5. Move straight down to the x-axis.
6. The number you reach is your predicted number of rotations.

Robot Rotations vs. Distance

Rotations

Dis
ta
nc
e 
(cm
)

2 10864

100
120

200

40

0

140

80

20

60

1 7 953

160
180

Find the 
distance...

Robot Rotations vs. Distance

Rotations

Di
st

an
ce

 (c
m

)

2 10864

100
120

200

40

0

140

80

20

60

1 7 953

160
180

...then the matching 
rotations! About 3.6!

There is another way to 
predict the rotations your 

robot needs to move a 
certain distance!

Graphs can be 
tools for making 

predictions.

X-Axis

Y-Axis

3.6
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After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Draw a straight line to show a pattern in a graph
Use a graph to make predictions

Project Manager:Try It! Use your data from activity 1.2 to 
create a Rotations vs. Distance graph.

Test your Graph

Robot Rotations vs. Distance

Rotations

Di
st

an
ce

 (c
m

)

2 10864

100
120

200

40

0

140

80

20

60

1 7 953

160
180

Choose a new distance, make a prediction, and create a program to test it.

If no, adjust the program until 
you get accurate results.

Did your robot travel the 
expected distance?

Yes No

Will the graph you made above work for making predictions with 
duration unit seconds? Why or why not?

Draw one straight 
line to connect the 
tops of the bars on 

your graph.

1.7
20
Minutes

Look on the website for another way to convert centimeters to rotations.
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If the bot goes too far or too 
short, it will get off track. 

And that means trouble!

Bot Project

Feel free to explore 
the yard, kids. 

We just have to think about 
what the robot should do, then 

write out the instructions. 

I can’t wait to 
show Dr. Howard what 

we’ve learned!

I think this is 
the place.

We’ve learned so much about 
programming, and I know there 

is a lot more to explore. 

...but it turns 
out code is 
pretty easy. 

When I heard we 
had to communicate 
with code, I wasn’t 
sure if I’d like it... 

Hi, kids. Welcome to 
the Mars Yard. This is 
where I test my code. 

As you can see, 
there are a lot of 
obstacles on Mars.

It looks like 
you have some 
nice diagrams in 
your notebook. 

Yes. This is one of 
the rooms where we 

hang out. 

Cool!

Cool! Now if you add 
a start and stop mark, you 
can draw in a safe path for 

your robot to travel. 

Nice!

That’s right. 
You’re catching 

on quickly!

Then we make 
a program for each 

section the robot has 
to complete?
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Look back at your classroom diagram from activity 1.6.

Choose a project manager and team 
jobs for completing your mission.

Project Manager:

1. Add starting and stopping points for your robot.

2. Draw a safe path from start to stop for your 
robot.  USE STRAIGHT LINE SEGMENTS!

3. Number each line segment (starting at 1) so you 
can track your program.

4. Use what you know about how the robot moves 
to write a program for each line segment.  Test 
your programs to make sure the robot travels the 
correct distance.

Document each one of your programs below.  
See activity 1.5 if you need help remembering how.

STOP

START

Table

Table

Table
3

2
1

W
in

do
w

 L
ed

ge

4

5

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Use my robotics skills to plan a safe route for my robot
Document different sections of a program

1.8
60
Minutes

+ Move Steering

Stop

+ Move Steering

Stop

+ Move Steering

Stop

+ Move Steering

Stop

+ Move Steering

Stop

+ Move Steering

Stop

CB CB

CB CB

CB CB
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When this adventure is 
complete, you will say 
“I can...”

Program my robot to turn
Brainstorm ideas and make a research plan
Repeat an experiment to get the best results
Describe the behaviors my robot needs to perform

PROCONNECT

Let’s
Team
Up!

You and your teammates will have to make compromises on your adventures. Listen to each other’s ideas, and if needed, vote or play Rock, Paper, Scissors!

DR. MANUELA VELOSO
Robotics Professor

Dr. Manuela Veloso 
teaches robotics 

at Carnegie Mellon 
University. She 
is interested in 
robot soccer, 

service robots, 
and artificial 
intelligence.

Turns
Programming to get the 
bot turning!

Adventure

2

Adventure Preview
On this adventure, you and your team will 
use what you have learned about basic robot 
movements to program your robot to turn.  
Remember to record your findings, and make 
sure to use accurate measurements!
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Did you know?

B + C

0 50 1#

#

If you add more 
blocks, the robot 

can do more things!

Remember to record your 
program, including all the 

details of the code. 
Let’s try it!

+ Type of Block

Unit (seconds, 
rotations)

Power

Steering Number of 
Seconds or 
Rotations

End

Move Steering

Stop

Ports in Use

B + C

0 50 1#

#

Reversing the direction 
is as simple as using 

negative power!

CB
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Try It!
1. Make a program with two Move Steering blocks.
2. Use negative power on the second block.
3. Record the program in the space below. 
4. Run the program and note what happens.

Record the Program 

Program Notes

5. Add more blocks to your program.  
6. Change the variables in the code.
7. Record the program using a program recording sheet from the website.
8. Run the program and use the space below to note what happens.

Project Manager:

Program Notes

File Name:

2.1
20
Minutes

Watch the Forward/Reverse video!

+ Move Steering

Stop

+ Move Steering

Stop50 -50

CB CB
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Rock?!

?

Robot soccer dogs?! 
That is AMAZING! They can run, 

twist and turn, 
and even dance!

Yeah, did you 
see those 

things move? 

It sounds like 
she’s not the 

only one working 
with robots. 

Dr. Howard told me 
about her friend, Dr. 

Manuela Veloso, who also 
works with robotics.

Now I can see how Dr. 
Howard programs her 
Mars bots to safely 

navigate Mars.

Programming 
keeps getting 

better and 
better! 

There are so 
many things 

we can tell the 
robot to do.

Hey, everybody! 
Check out this 
video I found.

If we want it to 
do more, we’ll 
have to learn a 

new kind of code.

I wonder if our 
robot can move 

like that.

Meet Manuela Veloso

Dr. Howard said a 
robot will only do what 
you program it to do. 

B + C

0 50 1#

#

B + C

0 50 1#

#

B + C

0 50 1#

#B + C

0 50 1#

#

B + C

0 50 1#

#

B + C

0 50 1#

# ?
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How does a change to the steering change the motion of the robot?

Record the pros and cons of using a half (50) turn or a full (100) turn.

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Write code to turn the robot
Describe the pros and cons of using half and full turns
Conduct a controlled experiment

Project Manager:

Half Turn Full Turn

Pros Cons Pros Cons

• Create a Move Steering program. 
 Duration = 3 rotations
• Make a starting line for your 

robot using a piece of tape.
• Test the robot three times, 

starting at the line you made.
• For each trial, change the 

steering to match the example 
to the right.

• Use a new piece of tape after 
each trial to mark where your 
robot ends.

Trial 1
No turn

Trial 2 
Half turn

Trial 3 
Full turn

(good things) (bad things)

2.2
45
MinutesB + C

0 50 3#

#

B + C

50 50 3#

#

B + C

100 50 3#

#
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Chat Initiated 
Connection Strong

00:16

Chat Initiated 
Connection Strong

00:16

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer Chat Initiated 

Connection Strong
00:03

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer

Chat Initiated 
Connection Strong

02:15

How to Kick the Ball ??
Bot Behavior

-see ball

-walk to ball

-kick with leg

Laptops + Legs -> Intelligent Robot

Write the co
de

build-borrow or -buy

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer

Connected!

Click

...so we thought...

Our team tested lots 
of different programs.  

...then changed the 
variables in the code to 

improve our results.

  When the results 
weren’t so good, we 
thought about what 
the bots should do...

Fetching Server

We can make our bot 
move in different ways, 
but how do we know 

which is best?

We have some 
questions about how 

your robot dogs 
work.

Hi, kids. 
Well, we knew we could 

write any kind of code we 
wanted on our laptops...

...we have 
laptops, why not 
give them legs?

The robot 
dogs seem 
really good 
at soccer.  

Yeah, there are 
a lot of variables 

we can change in a 
program.  How will 
we decide when to 

change them and by 
how much?

Dr. Veloso’s website has 
some contact information. 

Maybe she can tell us how she 
wrote the programs for her 

robotic soccer dogs.

Hi, Dr. Veloso.

Chat Initiated 
Connection Strong

00:16 How did you 
program 

them to play 
the game?

Well, they weren’t 
always so good. 
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Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer Chat Initiated 

Connection Strong
00:03

Whose turn is it to be 
project manager?

I’m up. Let’s 
decide on jobs 

and get started!

That sounds like 
something we 
could do with 

our bot.
Thanks, Dr. Veloso.  
You have been a 

great help.

Cool. This video shows 
how to program our robot 

to make sounds!

Let’s put the sound 
block at the end of 

our program. 

Yeah, then we can 
hear when the 

program is complete.

I’m in!

No problem! 
Don’t forget to 
take good notes 

during your 
experiments. 
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1. Create a new program with the code below.

The sound 
block signals 

the end of the 
program and 
will not play 

until the rest of 
the program is 

complete.
2. Run the program one time.
3. Run the program again, this time stopping the wheels with your hand before the 
program is complete.

4. Change the duration unit of the move steering block to ROTATIONS.
5. Run the program twice: once regularly and once stopping the wheels before the 
program is complete.

After stopping the wheels, did you hear the “good 
job” sound file to show the program had finished?

Yes No

After stopping the wheels, did you hear the “good 
job” sound file to show the program had finished?

Yes No
How are ROTATIONS and SECONDS programs affected differently 
when the motors are blocked?

When would you use seconds in your program?  Rotations?

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Use code to create a program with sound
Determine whether to use seconds or rotations in a program

Project Manager: 2.3
60
MinutesWatch the Play a Sound video!

Volume

File

Wait for 
Completion

100 0

Good jobB + C

0 50 5
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Bot Project

Let’s see if we can 
write a program with 

multiple steps...

...yeah, and an 
obstacle too.

Cool! Let’s set up an 
obstacle course and 
make a program so 
our robot can travel 

around it.

I’ll mark a 
starting place 
with this tape.

What should 
we use as an 

obstacle?

Good Thinking.

OK. The course is 
set. I’ll start adding 
blocks of code to a 

program...

Now that we 
know more about 

programming, 
I’m ready for a 

challenge.

How about my shoe?

Either will work, but let’s 
go with the plant. 

 It’s guaranteed 
to smell better 
than my shoe!

Hmm... maybe this 
plant instead.
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Grass AVOI
D!

Oozing 
lemonade

 spill

GO AROUND!

START/END

1

2

3 4
5

6

Robot Behaviors

1. move forward 75 cm

3. move forward 210 cm

5. move forward 142 cm

7. move forward 307 cm

9. move forward 284 cm

11. move forward 59 cm 

*Turn robot with hands 

*
*
*
*
*

Use rotations vs
 distance graph

to help with pre
dictions

78
9

1011

2. turn

4. turn

6. turn

8. turn

10. turn

Now all we have to do 
is draw a path and write 

down all the things 
the robot has to do to 
complete the course.

Both Dr. Howard and 
Dr. Veloso told us 

planning and thinking 
are important when 
programming robots.

You’re right, but 
I’m just so excited. 
Programming is so 

much fun!

Wait a minute. 

Check out this 
sketch I made of our 

obstacle course. 

Nice. This plan will 
help us make a 
great program. It will even help us 

know where to make 
adjustments if the 

program isn’t perfect 
the first time.

Ooh! We haven’t practiced turns! 
Let’s just turn the bot with our 

hands for now.  

Great work, team. 
Let’s do this!
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1. Create an obstacle course for your robot. 
2. Sketch your course below.
3. Draw in your robot’s path.
4. Number each robot behavior. Make sure to count 

straight moves and turns as separate behaviors.

Watch the Planning and Behaviors video!
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Project Manager:

Describe each behavior your robot needs to complete to drive to the 
obstacle, go around it, and return to the starting place. 

Include details (direction, distance, etc.).

Behavior Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

2.4
60
Minutes
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R

e

a

d

Picture of kid talking to 
someone on the phone 
and via email

RC Robo Corp. 
Maker of Fine Robots

Office Directory

Executive
Mr. Sludge................Suite 201

Legal
D. Savage Esq.........Suite 125

Manufacturing
M. Murray..................Assembly Line
J. Shmo......................The Pit

I want to learn more 
about robots, but I’m 
not sure where to 
find information.

Talk to Experts

Search the Internet

Write an Email

Talk on the Phone

Go to the Library

Try It!

Use a Survey
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Project Manager:

Use 15 minutes to brainstorm inventions that are 
interesting to you and your teammates.  Record at least 
eight ideas below. Add more circles if you need them. 

Inventions

Which invention is most interesting to you?

You and your teammates may have chosen different ideas. That is OK! 
Search for more information on each person’s favorite invention.  
Use the Internet, books, or other people’s knowledge to learn more.

Research 2.5
60
Minutes
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After you have researched your favorite invention, talk to your teammates:
• Are you still interested in learning even more about the invention you 

researched? Why or why not?
• Was it easy or difficult to find information about the invention?
• What problem does the invention solve? 
• Would you be able to think of a new invention that could solve the same 

problem?
• How important is the invention to people’s lives? Does it help them survive? 

Does it make life easier or more enjoyable?

Give each teammate a chance to reflect on the research process by 
sharing answers to the questions above.

As a group, select the ONE invention you would like to research more. 
You will probably have to compromise!  

Our Group’s Invention:

Why did you choose this invention over the other options?

How will you find information about the invention?

List keywords you could search on the Internet to learn more about the invention:
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How many sources of 
information (articles, 
websites, books, or 
people to interview) 
will you try to find?

What information will you record about each of your sources? Look 
at activity 1.4 for clues to make sure you record enough details that 

another person could find the same source of information!

How did your team work together on this activity?

You will have more chances to test your research skills later. For now, check 
in with your coach to have your plan approved!

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Brainstorm ideas with my team
Find information about a topic
Compromise with my team to make a decision
Make a research plan
Identify important source information

2.5
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Grass AVOI
D!

Oozing 
lemonade

 spill

GO AROUND!

START/END

1

2

3 4
5

6

Robot Behaviors

1. move forward 75 cm

3. move forward 210 cm

5. move forward 142 cm

7. move forward 307 cm

9. move forward 284 cm

11. move forward 59 cm 

*Turn robot with hands 

*
*
*
*
*

Use rotations vs
 distance graph

to help with pre
dictions

78
9

1011

2. turn

4. turn

6. turn

8. turn

10. turn

Rotations: 5.2

Rot: 10 10.5 

Rot: 8 8.2 8.5 

R: 17 16.7

R: 16.5 

R: 3.5 3.8 

Click!

Robot Rotations vs. Distance

Rotations

Di
st

an
ce

 (c
m

)

2 10864

100
120

200

40

0

140

80

20

60

1 7 953

160
180

Bot Project

Bot
 Pr

oje
ct

Robot Rotations vs. Distance

Rotations

Di
st

an
ce

 (c
m

)

2 10864

100
120

200

40

0

140

80

20

60

1 7 953

160
180

Bot ProjectTo make the first graph, 
we did an experiment... 

Bot Project

...collected data... 

All right! 

Way to go!

Yeah! 

Yeah, and the rotations 
vs. centimeters graph 
helped us make great 
distance predictions.

Wow! Our plan 
worked great!

We only had to 
make a few small 

adjustments to the 
program because 

our predictions got 
us really close.

That’s true, but 
our graph doesn’t 
work with turns.

...and then 
graphed it. 

Let’s do the 
same thing to 
make a graph 
for predicting 

turns.

Maybe we can make 
another graph to help 

us predict turns.
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Project Manager:

Rotations Degrees Turned
0.25

0.50

0.75

1.0

1.25

1.50

1.75

2.0

Start the robot as shown on the protractor.
Complete eight trials, adjusting the rotations.
Measure the degrees turned using the front 
center of the robot.

Create a new program with the code below.

In this example, 
the robot has 
turned 140o.

Use the protractor on the 
next page or website.

2.6
60
Minutes

Full Turn

B + C

100 25 .25#

#

Variable to Change
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Robot Rotations vs. Degrees Turned

Rotations

De
gr

ee
s 

Tu
rn

ed

2.0

100
120

200

40

0

140

80

20

60

0.25

160
180

0.50 1.0 1.25 1.50 1.750.750

300
320

240

340

280

220

260

360

Graph your data and draw a straight line through 
the top of the bars to show the pattern or trend.

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Use a protractor to measure the degrees of a turn
Control the variables and collect data for an experiment
Create a graph and show patterns based on my data

How can you use your graph as a tool to program the robot to 
make turns? See activity 1.7 for a clue!

2.6
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Project Manager:

1.  Use tape to make a 40cm x 40cm square on the floor.
2.  Start a new file and create the exact program shown below.

3.  Place the bot inside the tape square and run the 
program.

4.  Mark where the bot ends with a piece of tape.

5.  Repeat steps three and four until everyone in 
your group runs the experiment. 

Make sure you do at least four trials.

Note: All turns in 
this program must 

be Full Turns

Did the robot end in the same location every time? Why or why not?

How can you make sure your robot ends in the same place every time?

File Name:

Try It!
2.7

45
Minutes

B + C

0 50 1#

#

B + C

100 50 0.55#

#

B + C

0 50 1#

#

B + C

100 50 0.55#

#

B + C

100 50 0.55#

#

B + C

0 50 1#

#

B + C

100 50 0.55#

#

B + C

0 50 1#

#
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Let’s repeat our last experiment. We’ll be extra 
careful to get the 

best results possible. 

This time we’ll pay close 
attention to how we conduct 

the experiment. 

Gosh... every time we 
run our robot it is like 

a mini experiment. 

Check it 
out!

How did they 
know it wasn’t 
just a mistake?

This group 
of scientists 

made a major 
discovery based 
on unexpected 

results.

What? They learned 
something from...

nothing? 

It says here that they 
did the experiment 

many times but 
still got the same 
unexpected results 

every time. 
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Repeat the previous experiment, but this time carefully place the 
wheels of the robot as shown in the diagram below.

Left wheel touching inside 
edge of tape square.

Back wheel touching inside 
edge of tape square.

Top View of Robot 
Aligned to Start Square

Make sure you do at least 4 trials.

Did the robot end in the same location every time? Why or why not?

Why is it important to start the robot in the same place every time?

After completing this activity, I can:

Repeat an experiment to get the best results
Control the variable of starting location to get consistent 
results when I run a program

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Try the program again using full left turns!

2.7
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Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer Chat Initiated 

Connection Strong
00:03

I have another challenge for you. 

Fetching Server

Connected!

Then find another dance floor 
and dance before returning home.

Chat Initiated 
Connection Strong

00:16

People always love when my 
robot dogs dance. 

I challenge you to program your robot to 
drive to a dance floor and do a dance. 

Wow! You have 
been busy. Nice work!

I can see from your notes 
that you completed a 
complex challenge. 

Thanks! We took our time to 
think about what the robot 
should do, and our planning 

really paid off.

Hi, Dr. Veloso. 
We’ve been really 

busy experimenting, 
planning, and 
programming.

I’m sending you 
our notes so you 

can check out all the 
work we’ve done!

We even used 
graphs to help us 
make accurate 

predictions. 

Did you know 
math could be 

so useful?

I have 
always loved 
the accuracy 
of math. Math 

and logic 
make all robot 
programming 

possible.

Well, in fact, I did. 
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Use tape to set up the robot dance challenge in an open floor area.  
Use the space on the following pages to plan and document your program.

Project Manager:

Watch a Base Bot Dance!

Dance Zone 1

Dance Zone 2

1. Start at Home Base
2. Drive to Dance Zone 1
3. Dance
4. Drive to Dance Zone 2 
5. Dance
6. Drive to Home Base

Dance Challenge Basics

Robot Dance Tip:

Home Base

35 cm

45
 c

m

I’ll send you an 
example diagram to 
help you set up the 

challenge.
Have fun!

A robot dance is just 
a series of forward, 
backward, and turn 

program blocks.

2.8
75

Minutes
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Describe each behavior your robot needs to perform in the dance challenge. 
Include details (direction, distance, etc.).

Behavior Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14
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After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Describe what my robot needs to do to complete a challenge
Plan the code for a multi-step program
Adjust my program so the robot performs as desired

Program Notes

Create a new program on your computer using the code you planned above.
Try your program! Make adjustments as needed.

File Name:

2.8Use the space below or a programming sheet from the 
website to record the steps to include in your program. 

Add as many program blocks as you need.

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

+ + 

Move Steering

Move Steering

Move Steering

Move Steering

Move Steering

Move Steering

Move Steering

Move Steering

CB CB

CB CB

CB CB

CB CB
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When this adventure is 
complete, you will say 
“I can...”

PROCONNECT

Let’s
Team
Up!

Evaluate robot drive systems
Plan and carry out robot modifications
Compare multiple designs to determine the best option
Give a presentation to share information

As you go on robotics adventures, you can help make sure your whole team is involved.  If someone isn’t participating, try to find a job they will enjoy!

Dr. LONNIE JOHNSON
Inventor, Engineer

Dr. Lonnie Johnson 
has invented 

toys and worked 
on missions to 

Saturn and Jupiter.  
He is currently 
researching new 
technologies to 
help provide the 

world with energy.

Design
Testing and evaluating to 
make the best bot!

Adventure

3

Adventure Preview
On this adventure, you and your team will 
test and evaluate your robot as it completes 
different tasks. You will make design changes 
to improve your bot. As you modify your robot, 
make sure you have good notes just in case 
you want to go back to your last design!
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Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer Chat Initiated 

Connection Strong
00:25

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer Chat Initiated 

Connection Strong
00:25

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer Chat Initiated 

Connection Strong
00:07

I saw a picture of 
a robot with legs 

like an insect.
Let’s do some 

research on robots 
so we can see if 

there are any ways to 
improve our design.

Fetching Server Connected!

Let’s see if she can chat!

 I wonder what other 
ways there are to build 

a robot.

Maybe Dr. Veloso can 
help us get started.

And some robots 
have tank treads.

Hi, Dr. Veloso. Hi, everyone.

That is a great idea! Research 
is all about gathering useful 

information and is important to 
my team’s success.

We want to do some 
research to learn more 

about robot design.

Dr. Veloso’s robots 
had legs, but ours has 

wheels.  
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Chat Initiated 
Connection Strong

02:15

I’m sending you some links 
that might be useful. 

Thanks, Dr. 
Veloso. That 
will be really 

helpful. 

Let’s explore the other 
links Dr. Veloso sent 
while we wait to hear 
back from Dr. Johnson.

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer

Dear Dr. Johnson,
We are interested in learning more about robots. We 
have a robot, and we want to improve the design. Our 
friend, Dr. Manuela Veloso, said you have great ideas 
about design. Would you be willing to help us think 
about the best way to build our robot?

Sincerely,

Robo Squad Send

To soakerj@johnsonrd.com

Subject designing robots?

He always has great ideas about 
how to build things and solve 

problems through smart designs.

We use...

...to gather information.
...the library...

...the Internet...

...and talking with other experts...

Talk to you later!

I can’t wait to hear 
what he says.

One of the links Dr. 
Veloso sent is about 
her friend, Dr. Lonnie 
Johnson. Let’s watch 

that one.

Wow! He invented one 
of my favorite toys! 

Let’s send him a 
message right away.

Meet Lonnie Johnson

I’ll also give 
you contact 
information 

for an inventor 
friend of mine. 
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Which drive system would be best to use with your robot? 
Which would be most difficult to use with your robot? Why?

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Take notes from a source of information
Evaluate robot drive systems
Make a decision based on research

Project Manager:

Read the Drive System Research document on the website.
Take notes about each drive system in the space below. 

Think about which systems would be best to control your robot.

 Drive System  Notes

 Two-Wheel 
Drive

 Differential 
Drive

 Four-Wheel 
Drive

 Six-Wheel 
Drive

 Track Drive

3.1
45
Minutes
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Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer

Send

Thank you so much for writing back to us. We are all 
excited to hear your presentation and talk about robot 
design afterward. We will do some experiments like 
you suggested, and then we’ll see you this weekend!

Thanks again,

Robo Squad

To soakerj@johnsonrd.com

re: designing robots?
Inventor and Engineer
www.johnsonrd.com

Robot Kit Tip #7 - Robotrundlewheel
Legodude2514 -   16 videos
Subscribe

1,238 views

357

RoboFrom soakerj@johnsonrd.com

Subject designing robots?Hello Robot Team!

You remind me a lot of myself when I was a kid. I have always been 
curious and liked making things. Today, I am still curious and make things, 
but now I get paid to do it! If you like this robotics project, you should 
seriously consider a career in science, technology, engineering or math.

We can talk more about that later. For now, I’d be happy to help you with 
your robot design. In fact, I’ll be sharing some of my ideas about design 
at an engineering conference this weekend. Would you like to come see 
my presentation? Afterwards, we can talk about your robot.

In the meantime, I recommend performing some controlled experiments 
with your robot so you can compare its performance to new designs you 
want to try.

All the best,

Lonnie Johnson
Inventor and Engineer
www.johnsonsrd.com

re: robot design?

Welcome!
Manuela M. Veloso

University Professor
Computer Science Department

Carnegie Mellon University

Contact:
email
phone

CoBot Robot
Chat

Research:

CoBot 
Robot Soccer

From soakerj@johnsonrd.com

Subject designing robots?Hello Robo Squad!

You remind me a lot of myself when I was a kid. I have always been 
curious and liked making things. Today, I am still curious and make things, 
but now I get paid to do it! If you like this robotics project, you should 
seriously consider a career in science, technology, engineering, or math.

We can talk more about that later. For now, I’d be happy to help you with 
your robot design. In fact, I’ll be sharing some of my ideas about design 
at an engineering conference this weekend. Would you like to come see 
my presentation? Afterward, we can talk about your robot.

In the meantime, I recommend performing some controlled experiments 
with your robot so you can compare its performance to new designs you 
want to try.

All the best,

Lonnie Johnson
Inventor and Engineer
www.johnsonsrd.com

re: robot design?

Hey, guys. Check 
it out! Dr. Johnson 
wrote back to us!

This is so cool. We are going 
to meet a famous inventor!
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Project Manager:

Set up an experiment area for your robot, following the 
specifications below.  Measure carefully!

100 cm

12
0 

cm

Home Base

35 cm

45
 c

m

25 cm

25
 c

mFor task 1, 
drive around 
this square.

For task 3, 
replace the 

obstacle with 
some robot 

pieces.

For task 2, put the 
obstacle here.

3.2
60
Minutes
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Task Base Bot Results New Robot Results

Drive in a 
square and 

return to the 
home base

Push the 
obstacle from 

the line to 
inside the 

square, then 
return to the 
home base

Drive over 
some robot 

pieces

Test the Base Bot on the three different tasks described in the table.  Take notes 
about the robot’s performance in the “Base Bot Results” column.

Look on the website to find building 
instructions for the obstacle.

(Fill in this column in activity 3.4.)

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Follow specifications to set up an experiment
Test my robot on various tasks
Record details about robot performance

3.2
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Next Stop: Convention Center

Next Stop: Convention Center

Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Prototype 24601

We’re almost there.

16

The results of our 
experiments were 
really interesting.

Yeah. I was a 
little surprised by 
what we found. 

I’m glad we took 
good notes.

Where is Dr. 
Johnson speaking?

Here it is. Let’s 
go find a seat.

...so let’s all welcome 
engineer, inventor, and 
all-around great guy: 

Lonnie Johnson!

Sorry... 
excuse me...

Auditorium 16.
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Prototype 24601
Model 24601
Model 24532

Model 24442

Model 24338

Energy Collection over 24 hours

Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Prototype 24601

Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Prototype 24601

...early on, we 
were challenged 
by inconsistent 
results from...

...data from our 
test models shows 
the benefits of this 

design modification...

...as you can see, 
the new design 
performed 20% 
better than our 

previous design...

...Thank you. Are 
there any questions?

Great question. We do 
lose a small percentage of 
efficiency by reducing the 

size of the internal pressure 
chamber, but we make that 

up when factoring in the 
benefits of reduced mass...

...Thank you all 
for your time 
and attention.

...have you lost any 
functionality with your 
new, smaller design?

Ha ha ha!

...but seriously...

So True

...but that doesn’t mean 
we engineers will stop 

looking for one...

In the real world, 
we know there is 
no such thing as a 
perfect design...

65
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Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Prototype 24601Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Prototype 24601
133kW

124kW

101kW

81kW

55% 

59% 

43% 

Global Energy Usage

42% 

Model 24601
Model 24532

Model 24442

Model 24338

Energy Output over 24 hours

Output Efficiency

RawMaterials
ResearchStaff

Facility

OfficeSupplies
Snacks

LabEquipment

Cost Breakdown

Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Prototype 24601
133kW

124kW

101kW

81kW

55% 

59% 

43% 

Global Energy Usage

42% 

Model 24601
Model 24532

Model 24442

Model 24338

Energy Output over 24 hours

Output Efficiency

RawMaterials
ResearchStaff

Facility

OfficeSupplies
Snacks

LabEquipment

Cost Breakdown

Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Robotics
Notes

The pictures help the audience visualize the 
ideas, and the charts and graphs are a simple way 

to show the results of our experiments. 

Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Prototype 24601
133kW

124kW

101kW

81kW

55% 

59% 

43% 

Global Energy Usage

42% 

Model 24601
Model 24532

Model 24442

Model 24338

Energy Output over 24 hours

Output Efficiency

RawMaterials
ResearchStaff

Facility

OfficeSupplies
Snacks

LabEquipment

Cost Breakdown

Questions Answers

Problems Solutions

Prototype 24601
133kW

124kW

101kW

81kW

55% 

59% 

43% 

Global Energy Usage

42% 

Model 24601
Model 24532

Model 24442

Model 24338

Energy Output over 24 hours

Output Efficiency

RawMaterials
ResearchStaff

Facility

OfficeSupplies
Snacks

LabEquipment

Cost Breakdown

Wow, Dr. Johnson. 
That was an amazing 

presentation.
I get so nervous 

when I have to talk 
in front of people.

Yeah, and how 
do you remember 
everything you’re 
supposed to say?

Hmm... interesting. 

It looks like 
you have an 

impressive robot 
and an impressive 

team too. 

Have you looked 
at any other robot 

designs?

And these are our 
notes from the 

experiments you 
suggested.

Speaking 
of design 

challenges, 
let’s talk 

about your 
robot.

And I know what to 
say because I work on 

this stuff with my team 
every day.

Well, the best cure 
for being nervous 
is preparation and 

practice. 

Here’s a picture 
of the bot.

Thanks again for 
inviting us. It was 

really interesting to 
see how you solve 
design challenges.

That’s great advice!

I really like the pictures and graphs you showed.
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Prototype 24601
Model 24601
Model 24532

Model 24442

Model 24338

Energy Collection over 24 hours

Prototype 24601
Model 24601
Model 24532

Model 24442

Model 24338

Energy Collection over 24 hours

Prototype 24601
Model 24601
Model 24532

Model 24442

Model 24338

Energy Collection over 24 hours

But you would add 
strength to a design that 
might sustain damage. 

Dr. Veloso sent us some 
really helpful links,We have. and we’ve read a 

lot about different 
robot designs.

Over the years, 
I’ve invented all 
kinds of things...

...from rocket 
parts for NASA, to 
air-powered water 

toys for kids. With each invention, there are lots 
of ideas, but one question always 

helps me improve the design. 

What problem 
am I trying to 

address?

 In other words,
what is this invention 

supposed to do?

That makes total 
sense. You wouldn’t 

add wings to a design 
that was never 
meant to fly.

We need to think about 
what we want our robot 
to do, then choose the 

design that will help it be 
successful.
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Look back at the robot tests in activity 3.2.  Think about what your 
robot needs to do to successfully complete the three tasks.

If no, what other skills or attachments does your robot need?

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Analyze the robot’s success at a task
Determine the skills or features needed to successfully 
complete a task
Make plans for robot modifications

Did your robot successfully drive in a square 
and return to home base? Yes No

If no, what other skills or attachments does your robot need?

Did your robot successfully push an obstacle to inside the 
square, then return to home base? Yes No

If no, what other skills or attachments does your robot need?

Did your robot successfully drive over a set of robot pieces? Yes No

Describe how you can modify your robot to help it complete all 
three challenges or other tasks it may have.

Project Manager: 3.3
30
Minutes
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After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Use research and robotics experience to make 
modifications to the robot
Test a new prototype

Try It!

Modify your robot!
Use your ideas from activity 3.3 to improve your robot.

Look on the website for robot design ideas, like the STAR Bot.

Project Manager:

After re-designing your robot, test it on the tasks from activity 3.2.  
Record your results in the table on page 63 next to the Base Bot results.

I don’t know.  I like some 
things about our bot, but 
it could be fun to design a 

whole new one!

Home Base

We did some research about 
different robots and machines.

And now we know what our 
bot needs to be able to do.

Well, do you 
think we should 
start all over?

We could either add to our 
bot using the pieces we have 

left, or we could take it 
apart and build a new one.

3.4
90
Minutes
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Robot 
Compari

son

Bot 1

Bot 2

Predicta
ble dist

ance a
nd turn

s

 Cute!

Easy t
o fix 

when s
omeone

     
  

drops i
t *Saf

ety is 
my num

ber 

one pri
ority*

pusher 
on fro

nt is r
eally sk

inny 

predicab
le dista

nce 

harder 
to tur

n

 Strong
er

Easier 
to add

 attac
hements

It was 
harder 

to build

 

*this o
ne seem

s bette
r than

the ot
her one

*

Robot Comparison

Bot 1

Bot 2

Predictable distance and turns

 Cute!

Easy to fix when someone       

drops it *Safety is my number 

one priority*

pusher on front is really skinny 

predicable distance 

harder to turn

 Stronger

Easier to add attachements

It was harder to build
 

*this one seems better than

the other one*

Pictures and 
graphs will help 

explain our ideas.

Our new bot has 
performed well in 
the experiments.

It sure has. Now we 
need to decide which 

design is best.

It’s a good thing 
we used the same 
starting place for 

every test! Yeah, 
before that, 
the robot 
seemed as 

unpredictable 
as my goofy 

dog!

Dr. Johnson told us 
that his team gives 

mini presentations to 
each other to help 
make decisions for 

their design.

And we’ll start 
looking through 

our notes for the 
most important 

information.

Sounds great! We’ll 
get some markers 

and paper.

Woo hoo!

Let’s 
summarize 
the notes 
from our 

experiments 
to help us 

make a good 
design 

decision.

We can 
ask our friends 
to listen to our 
ideas and ask 
questions to 
help us make 
our decision.
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Project Manager:

Fill in the boxes below to compare and contrast your two robot designs.
How are the robots unique?  How are they similar?

Robot 1 Robot 2

Both Robots

Summarize your experiment results.

Did the robots successfully complete the different tasks?

Drive in a Square

Push an Obstacle

Drive over Robot Parts

Robot 1: Yes or No? Robot 2: Yes or No?

What other types of tasks might a robot need to do?

3.5
60
Minutes
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List the pros and cons of each of your robot designs.

ConsPros

Ro
bo

t 
2

Ro
bo

t 
1

If another person had to decide which robot design is best, what would 
they need to know?  Use a highlighter to mark the most important 
information in your activity book.  Make sure to look back at all of the 
experiments you have completed!

A “pro” is 
something good.

A “con” is 
something bad.
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Practice

You are going to give a presentation about your robot designs to a small 
group.  You have already highlighted the most important information, which 
you will include in your presentation.
Now, think about the following parts of a presentation.  Work with your team to 
make decisions about how to share your robot information.  There is space on the 
next page for you to take notes.

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

List design pros and cons based on experimental data
Plan a presentation to share important information
Present what I have learned to a small group of people

Practice your presentation!

You might want a note card 
with some notes to remind 
you of your ideas, but you 

should NOT just read directly 
off a piece of paper.

Use the Presentation Feedback Form on the 
website to help each other make improvements.

Delivery Visuals

Teamwork

What will the listeners see?

- Graphs
- Diagrams
- Robots
- Research Findings
- Videos

How can you make your 
presentation interesting?

Possible ideas:
- Skits
- Songs
- Videos
- Props
- Stories
- Personal Connections

How will each of your 
teammates be involved?

Everyone should have a part!

Find another group that is ready to present and take turns listening to each other.

3.5
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Why did your team choose this robot design?  

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Make design decisions
Support my decisions with evidence

Project Manager:

Talk to your teammates and choose the ONE best robot design to use.
Sketch your design below.

3.6
30
Minutes
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When this adventure is 
complete, you will say 
“I can...”

PROCONNECT

Let’s
Team
Up!

Design attachments to do specific jobs
Create building and programming strategies
Evaluate the pros and cons of a design
Attach and program a third motor for my bot

If your team isn’t getting along, think about what YOU can do to make it better. Let someone else have the first turn.Talk about an idea before you try it.

DR. UNA-MAY O’REILLY
Robotics Professor

Dr. Una-May 
O’Reilly teaches 
robotics at the 
Massachusetts 

Institute of 
Technology (MIT). 
Her team designs 

robots that 
interact with their 

environments.

Attachments
Building and programming 
to get the job done!

Adventure

4

Adventure Preview
On this adventure, you and your team will 
expand what your bot can do by adding 
attachments and a third motor. Don’t forget to 
take good notes and draw labeled sketches to 
help you remember what you learn along the 
way! Watch out for special building tips!
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RoboCon2514

THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 

by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
Law 3 - A robot must protect its own existence 
as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Law.

The “Three Laws of Robotics” were thought up by Isaac Asimov,
a science fiction writer, back in the 1940’s.  They are still used 
today as a guideline for robot design and creation. Safe robot 
design is everyone’s responsibility!
      As always, saftey is a number one priority!
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ROBOCON2514

Beep!
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ROBOCON2514
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THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 
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ROBOCON2514

Who did that...?

My robot!

 What was that...?

Hi, kids! Oh! 

No... not me!

Was that you?

Check it out, team. These 
robots are similar to the 

one we have. 

Crazy!

Wow... 

Look at this... Come check this out.

I’m so glad our 
teacher told us about 

this robot expo.

I can’t wait to see all 
the different robots.
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THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 

by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
Law 3 - A robot must protect its own existence 
as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Law.

The “Three Laws of Robotics” were thought up by Isaac Asimov,
a science fiction writer, back in the 1940’s.  They are still used 
today as a guideline for robot design and creation. Safe robot 
design is everyone’s responsibility!
      As always, saftey is a number one priority!

ROBOCON2514
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ROBOCON2514

Ours can 
feed my 

dog.

Cool! This robot’s arms 
are  designed to 

open doors.

Attachments 
change the job a 

robot can do!

Oh, I see...

Want to see what 
other attachments 

we can make?

I have 
some beams 

and connectors 
with me. 

Sure!

Yeah, like a 
broom or bulldozer.

We already know 
how to drive a robot 

forward. All we need is 
an attachment to push 

the parts where we 
want them to go.

Maybe we can 
build an attachment  
to help us clean up.

Thanks, but we’ve 
made a big mess with 

all these extra parts on 
the table. 

Nice work, 
kids!
I love your 
creativity!

This one 
can make us 
breakfast.

This attachment 
lets the robot 

throw a baseball.

...the robot arm 
tapped us on 
the shoulder.
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Project Manager:

Build two or three attachments that could push the obstacle. 
Don’t worry about attaching them to your robot for now.
Look on the website if you need an idea to get started.

If you have not already done so, build the obstacle for your robot to push.  
There are instructions on the website for the obstacle pictured below.

Sketch your designs, test by hand (no programming), 
and record your observations.

1. Sketch Designs 3. Record Observations

Pu
sh

 D
es

ig
n 

1

2.
 T

es
t 

by
 H

an
d 

- P
us

h 
Ob

st
ac

le

Pu
sh

 D
es

ig
n 

2
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Which of your attachments worked best to push the obstacle? Why?

What features are most important to include in a pushing attachment design?

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Build a pushing attachment
Sketch my designs
Evaluate designs after testing them

IMPORTANT: Keep all pushing attachments in a safe place. You will use them again!

1. Sketch 3. Record

2.
 T

es
t

Pu
sh

 D
es

ig
n 

3
4.1

60
Minutes
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Cre
ee

ek
!

When your attachment 
isn’t supposed to move, 

make sure you connect it 
in at least two places.

CRASH!

Extra beams for 
more strength!

TIP:

While you work 
on your pushers, 
I’ll work on some 

refreshments.

Even the coolest 
robot modifications 
won’t work if they 
aren’t attached to 

the robot very well.

With the right design, 
the bot can not only 
hold the lemonade...

...it can hold me AND 
the lemonade!

We’ve 
got to 

try this!

So cool!
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Try It!
Use your pushing attachments from activity 4.1.
Connect them to your robot in at least two places so they don’t move around.
Make sure each teammate gets a turn to connect a pushing attachment.

Project Manager:

4.2
15

Minutes

Describe how you connected your pushing attachments to the robot.

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Securely connect attachments to my robot

Ba
se

 B
ot

ST
AR

 B
ot
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THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 

by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
Law 3 - A robot must protect its own existence 
as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Law.

The “Three Laws of Robotics” were thought up by Isaac Asimov,
a science fiction writer, back in the 1940’s.  They are still used 
today as a guideline for robot design and creation. Safe robot 
design is everyone’s responsibility!
      As always, saftey is a number one priority!
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ROBOCON2514

Interesting. We are 
all building pushing 
attachments, but 
each one looks a 
little different.

I guess 
that makes 

sense. There are 
a bunch of ways 

to push stuff 
around.

Team?

Oh, I’m sorry. I guess we 
were having so much fun 
I never introduced myself. 

My name is Una-May 
O’Reilly. I am a robotics 

professor.

If you’re on a 
team, where is 
everyone else?

We’re working on a 
big project and have a 
major deadline coming 
up, so everyone is back 

at the lab. 

I’m actually 
here to find 

more people to 
join our team. 

Wait!
People can 

actually join 
your team?

Of Course!

My team tries a lot of 
different designs when 

building a robot. 

We want our bots to interact with the 
world, so our attachments come in many 

shapes and sizes.
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ROBOTICS: A TEAM ODYSSEY

THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
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ROBOCON2514

I’m going to 
meet a possible 
new teammate 
for coffee in a 
few minutes. 

And try to plan a 
program for the robot 
to push all the pieces 

into one pile. 

Wait... Dr. 
O’Reilly... How are 
we supposed to...

She’s gone. 

Probably a 
superstar 

programmer.

Or a famous 
robot designer.

While I’m gone, you can watch 
this video to see more about 

what my team does.

See you later!

Yeah!
We can do this!

I wonder who she’s 
going to meet.

Well, let’s start 
planning the program so 

we have something to show 
her when she gets back.

And we should 
check out this 
video of her 

team.

Meet Una-May O’Reilly!
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Project Manager:

Describe each behavior your robot needs to perform in the pushing challenge. 
Include details (starting point, direction, distance, etc.).

Set up a new pushing challenge for your robot.

Behavior Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
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Test all of your pushing attachments to see which works best!
Is it the same one that was best when you tested by hand?

Describe your best pushing attachment.

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Describe the steps to a pushing challenge
Plan the code for a multi-step program
Adjust the program so the robot performs as desired

File Name:

Create a new program on your computer using the code you planned.
Try your program! Make adjustments as needed.

4.3
45
Minutes

Use the space below or a programming sheet to 
record the steps in your program. 

Add as many program blocks as you need.

+ + Move Steering CB
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THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 

by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
Law 3 - A robot must protect its own existence 
as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Law.

The “Three Laws of Robotics” were thought up by Isaac Asimov,
a science fiction writer, back in the 1940’s.  They are still used 
today as a guideline for robot design and creation. Safe robot 
design is everyone’s responsibility!
      As always, saftey is a number one priority!

ROBOCON2514

<[\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\]>
\\Cleaner_Bot:
    \\<START>\\
[Move_forward] <10>(rotations)\\
  [Turn_right] <0.65>(rotations)\\
[Move_Forward] <3>(rotations)\\
  [Turn_left <3.14>(rotations)\\
[Move_forward]<1.6>(rotations)\\

Thanks, but there 
are still pieces on 

the table.

Yeah...some of 
the pieces got 
missed by the 

pusher.

And some pieces are 
so close to the edge 
that our robot would 

fall if we tried to 
get close to them.

You’ve encountered a 
common challenge with 

robotics. The robots 
are only as good as we 

design them.

Dr. Howard said the robot 
will only do what we 

program it to do.  We also 
have to design it to do the 

jobs we want it to do.

Oh... you’re 
back!

Great work, 
everyone. It looks 

like you’ve designed 
and programmed a 
great cleaner-bot!
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THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
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ROBOCON2514

Sometimes it is 
helpful to add 
more parts to 
the robot so 

it can do more 
things. 

Then, if we start with 
the pusher up...

With a small 
adjustment to the 

design and an update 
to the program, our 
pusher becomes a 

puller!

And our robot 
gets even more 

amazing!

If we add another 
motor to the robot, 
we can move the 

pusher up and 
down.

...lower the attachment...

...then back away...

...we can pull the 
pieces away from the 

edge of the table!

...and 
carefully 

drive to the 
edge...
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To lift and lower the 
puller, you’ll need to 
add a third motor to 

your design.

Make sure the motor 
is attached securely 

with at least two 
connection points!

You can use any extra 
pieces to test your 

puller, or you can use 
the obstacle you made 

earlier too!

Plug the 
motor into 

port A.

Project Manager:
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Build two or three pulling attachments.  
Think about how they will connect to the third motor.
Look on the website if you need an idea to get started

Sketch your designs, test by hand (no programming), and record your observations.
1. Sketch Designs 3. Record Observations
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Which of your attachments worked best to pull the obstacle? Why?

What features are most important to include in a pulling attachment design?

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Attach a third motor to the robot
Build and attach a pulling attachment
Evaluate designs based on test results

IMPORTANT: Keep all pulling attachments in a safe place. You will use them again!

Talk to your teammates and choose the best design to attach to your robot.  
Don’t worry if you disagree - you can always modify the robot and test again!

Attachment Tips

THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 

by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
Law 3 - A robot must protect its own existence 
as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Law.

The “Three Laws of Robotics” were thought up by Isaac Asimov,
a science fiction writer, back in the 1940’s.  They are still used 
today as a guideline for robot design and creation. Safe robot 
design is everyone’s responsibility!
      As always, saftey is a number one priority!

ROBOCON2514

THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 

by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
Law 3 - A robot must protect its own existence 
as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Law.

The “Three Laws of Robotics” were thought up by Isaac Asimov,
a science fiction writer, back in the 1940’s.  They are still used 
today as a guideline for robot design and creation. Safe robot 
design is everyone’s responsibility!
      As always, saftey is a number one priority!

ROBOCON2514

Like always, we 
should use two 

connectors to make 
sure the pulling arm 
is securely attached 
to the third motor.

But don’t make it 
too complicated! You 

should be able to 
easily switch between 

attachments.

4.4
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ROBOTICS: A TEAM ODYSSEY

THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 

by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
Law 3 - A robot must protect its own existence 
as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Law.

The “Three Laws of Robotics” were thought up by Isaac Asimov,
a science fiction writer, back in the 1940’s.  They are still used 
today as a guideline for robot design and creation. Safe robot 
design is everyone’s responsibility!
      As always, saftey is a number one priority!

ROBOCON2514

THREE LAWS
OF ROBOTICS
 law 1 - A robot may not injure a human being or, 
through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.Law 2 - A robot must obey the orders given to it 

by human beings, except where such orders would 
conflict with the First Law.
Law 3 - A robot must protect its own existence 
as long as such protection does not conflict with the 

First or Second Law.

The “Three Laws of Robotics” were thought up by Isaac Asimov,
a science fiction writer, back in the 1940’s.  They are still used 
today as a guideline for robot design and creation. Safe robot 
design is everyone’s responsibility!
      As always, saftey is a number one priority!

ROBOCON2514

ROBOTICS: A TEAM ODYSSEY

Code Design

Plan
Build
Test

That’s right. The programs 
my team writes can have 

thousands of lines of code.

Wow! How do you 
keep it all straight?

We keep detailed records in 
our engineering notebooks. 

We always record what we’ve 
tried so we know what works 

and what doesn’t. 

That’s like 
what we do in 
our notebooks.

I bet taking good 
notes will be more 
and more important 
as our programs get 
more complicated.

You kids sure 
work hard. Maybe I’ll 

be meeting with you in 
a few years to see if 
you want to join my 

robotics team.

We also save 
our programs 
so we can use 
them over and 

over again.

Whoa! I was really 
excited about 

improving our robot, 
but won’t it be really 

hard to program a 
third motor?

The program will be 
more complex, but 
we can handle it if 
we stay organized.

B + C

0 50 1#

#

A

50 1
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Bye! Keep in touch!

Seriously? I thought 
only superstar 

programmers could 
join your team.

My last meeting 
was with a high 
school junior. 

To join my team, you need 
to take science courses in 
middle and high school. 

And continue to improve 
your communication skills 

by taking your writing 
assignments seriously. 

That way, you’ll be 
ready for anything 

when you go to 
college.

I never 
knew...

This is my stop!
Now I have a 

meeting with that 
high school senior.

She is a really talented 
artist and also loves math. 

No, not 
superstars, 

regular people 
like you.

Like us?!
Sure!  Follow 
me and I’ll 
show you.
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Project Manager:

Set up an experiment area using the specifications below. 

Challenge: Start in home base.
Pull the obstacle from the line back to home base.

100 cm

12
0 

cm

Home Base

35 cm

45
 c

m

25 cm

25
 c

m
Put the 

obstacle here.
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With these details, you can write a program to complete the challenge.

Describe each behavior your robot needs to perform in the pulling challenge. 
Include details (starting point, direction, distance, etc.).

Behavior Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

4.5
30
Minutes
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Programming Tip

Start with regular move blocks to get your robot to the obstacle.

Once your robot arrives at the obstacle, you will program the pulling arm to move, 
capturing the object. That program block will look something like this:

NOTE: You will need to make adjustments to the program so it 
works correctly with your robot and your pulling attachment.

Port A is 
connected to the 
medium motor.

The power setting will 
move the lifter either up 
or down.  To make it go in 
the other direction, use a 

negative number.

When programming the pulling attachment, 
use seconds as the duration unit.

Yeah, we don’t want our 
bot to get stuck in the 
middle of a program!

That way, the program will continue 
to the next step even if the robot 

gets caught on something.
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After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

List the steps in a pulling task
Program a third motor
Move an object by pulling it with the robot

Program Notes

Test your program and make changes until you 
successfully complete the pulling challenge.

4.5

File Name:

Use the space below or a programming sheet to 
record the steps in your program. 

Add as many program blocks as you need.

+ Move Steering CB
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Now that we know how 
to use a third motor, 

there are lots of things 
our robot can do.

After the attachment 
is built, we can write a 

program so the robot will do 
exactly what we want.

We’ll need to 
design a new 
attachment!

Maybe instead of 
pushing the obstacle, 
we could pick it up to 

move it.

Alright, let’s think 
about a new challenge. 
What exactly do we 
want our bot to do?
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How can the robot lift this object?  
Brainstorm with your team and record your ideas.

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Analyze a task based on the robot’s abilities
Design and build a lifting attachment for the robot

Project Manager:

Use the obstacle from activity 4.5 as your lifting object.  
Set it so the single axle is at the top of the object.

Work together to build lifting attachments.  Use the space below to 
sketch your ideas and describe how the attachments work.  

Look on the website if you need an idea to get started.

4.6
60
Minutes
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That’s so creative!

Cool!

Thanks. It’s not easy 
to say you’re sorry. 
I really appreciate it.

Hey... where 
did you get 
the idea for 
the lifter 
anyways?

Based on the 
design, we could 

have the lifter start 
up or down.

One of them made 
sense for the robot.

Good idea. 

I’ve tried all kinds 
of methods to make 

the job easier. 

Well, being a 
responsible dog 

owner, I pick up a 
LOT of stuff!

Just think, if I would 
have kept hogging 

the pieces, we 
wouldn’t have this 

great design.

Hey, team... I’m 
sorry I was hogging 

the pieces. 

I was so excited 
about my idea, I 
forgot that you 

are all part of the 
team too.

How about up? That 
way it won’t bump 

into anything when it 
is driving around.

Now, let’s plan all the 
behaviors we’ll need 
to drive the robot to 

the object.

OK. The lifter 
is ready. Now 

let’s work on the 
program.
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Project Manager:

Use your experiment set-up from activity 4.5.  
Make sure you place the object so the single axle is at the top.

Challenge: Start in home base.  Pick up the obstacle, 
set it down in the square, and return to home base.

Describe each behavior your robot needs to perform in the lifting challenge. 

Behavior Description

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

4.7
60
Minutes
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+ Move Steering CB

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Make a plan to complete a multi-step robotics task
Write code for a lifting challenge
Modify a program to achieve the desired result

Look back at activity 4.5 for help programming the medium motor!

Program Notes

Test your program and make changes until you 
successfully complete the lifting challenge.

4.7

File Name:

Use the space below or a programming sheet to 
record the steps in your program. 

Add as many program blocks as you need.
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When this adventure is 
complete, you will say 
“I can...”

PROCONNECT

Let’s
Team
Up!

Identify and describe autonomous behaviors
Attach touch, light, and ultrasonic sensors to my bot
Program my bot to sense things in its environment
Analyze situations in which sensors would be useful

Great work! You’ve learned a lot about being a team. 
Remember to keep all of your teammates involved in your adventures! 

DR. CYNTHIA BREAZEAL
Robotics Professor

Dr. Cynthia 
Breazeal teaches 
robotics at the 
Massachusetts 

Institute of 
Technology (MIT). 
She designs robots 
that can interact 
with and learn 
from humans.

Sensors
Programming an 
autonomous robot!

Adventure

5

Adventure Preview
For this adventure, you and your team will 
explore the use of sensors in making your bot 
autonomous. You will learn the basics with 
sensors, but the possibilities are unlimited. Use 
your imagination to think about all the things 
your robot can do with the help of sensors!
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Bump!
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DON’TPANIC The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide to Robotics

DON’TPANIC The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide to Robotics

I still don’t get it.Oh, yeah...

Well, it’s not exactly automatic. 
It says here that the word 

autonomous comes from two Greek 
words: “aut” and “nomos”. Aut means 

SELF, and nomos means LAW.

It says here that 
some robots are 

autonomous.

Auto-wutchu-mous?

Au-ton-o-mous. 
It means “acting 
independently or 

having the freedom 
to do so”.

But I thought a 
robot has to be 
told what to do. 
Everything we’ve 

learned says 
robots need a 

program.
We’d better 

do some more 
research on 

this.

What? No program?

Whoa... 
Cool robot!

Yeah, and the crazy 
thing is we don’t 
even program it.

Yeah, it’s so 
easy, my kid 

brother can use 
it. Just press a 
button and it 

goes.

Later, at the library...

 ...right.

Oh, like 
automatically! Why 
didn’t you say that 
in the first place?
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DON’TPANIC The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide to Robotics

DON’TPANIC The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide to Robotics

DON’TPANIC The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide to Robotics

DON’TPANIC

DON’TPANIC The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide to Robotics

An autonomous robot can perform behaviors 
without help from humans. Autonomous robots are 
designed with sensors and are programmed with 

decision-making code. Instead of following step-by-
step instructions, autonomous robots follow rules.

Let’s keep reading.

OK, this is 
starting to make 
more sense. The 

robot follows rules 
instead of specific 

directions.
Huh?

She doesn’t tell 
each one of us the 
exact steps and 
turns we need to 
get to the line. 

Rule 1. Walk 
toward the door.

Haha. I guess 
that means we’re 
autonomous, too.

I am ROBO-
STUDENT-3000. 
Ready for lunch.

I wonder if there are 
other things we do 

autonomously...

It’s like when 
our teacher tells 
us to line up to 

go to lunch.

We just know 
the rules and 
follow them.

Rule 2. Stand behind one 
person and repeat!
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Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

After completing this activity, I can:
Describe autonomous tasks
Carry out a task using step-by-step instructions and rules
Identify ways to improve a set of rules for a task

Project Manager:

List three things you can do autonomously:

1.

3.

2.

Acting with step-by-step instructions, walk from one side of the room to another 
without bumping into anything.  Keep track of how many steps you complete.  For 
example, walking forward 150 cm is one step.  Turning right 90 degrees is another.

How many steps did 
you perform to move 

across the room?

Now, complete the same task autonomously, using these two rules:
 1. Walk forward until you get close to something.
 2. Turn right 45 degrees.

Repeat these two steps until you reach the other side of the room.

How well did the autonomous rules help you complete the task?  
How could you change the rules to improve the program?

5.1
30
Minutes
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DON’TPANIC

The Hitchhiker’s 
Guide to Robotics

Robotics ProjectsSensorsPrograms Lab NewsWeb Cam
TED Talks

Challenges

Robotics ProjectsSensorsPrograms Lab NewsWeb Cam
TED Talks

Challenges

Personal Robotics

Let’s pull up my web 
cam so you can see 

the lab.

...We want our robots to connect with human emotions, so we 
work with scientists who study thinking and emotion. They 
told us humans detect emotion mostly through visual cues. 

That meant we had to give our robots a way to see...

You can find more about sensors 
and programing on my website.

Check out the lights 
I found on the bottom 

of the cleaner bot. 
When I cover them, the 
wheels turn forward, 
and when I uncover 

them, the wheels move 
in opposite directions.

Nice!

Hey, guys. Sorry 
to interrupt, but 
I noticed you are 
studying robots. 

I actually work with  
autonomous robots 

back in my lab. Cool!

In fact, a lot of 
robot kits come with 
sensors these days. 

That’s right! 
Our kit does 
have sensors!

Wow! Thanks 
Dr. Breazeal!

No problem!

Good luck and 
have fun!

Our camera is 
really cool, but 
you don’t have 
to spend a lot 
to give your 
robot senses.

We should totally 
try these out!

Robots that 
see, that’s 

cool.

Whoa, this is 
advanced stuff. 

There’s no way we can 
afford a super advanced 
camera like you have.

Meet Cynthia Breazeal
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Project Manager:

Use the website instructions to attach the touch sensor to your robot.  
Modify as needed to work with your design.

Program your robot and test your program!
Use the space below to record your program details. 

File Name:

What rules does the robot follow in the touch sensor program?

When do you think the touch sensor would be useful for your robot?  What 
types of tasks will it help the robot complete?

5.2
90
Minutes

Watch the Touch Sensor video!
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File Name:

What rules does the robot follow in the color sensor program?

When do you think the color sensor would be useful for your robot?  What 
types of tasks will it help the robot complete?

Program your robot and test your program!

Watch the Color Sensor video!

Use the space below to record your program details. 

Use the website instructions to attach the color sensor to your robot.  
Modify as needed to work with your design.

You can select one 
or more colors for 
the color sensor to 

detect.
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Use the website instructions to attach the ultrasonic sensor to 
your robot.  Modify as needed to work with your design.

What rules does the robot follow in the ultrasonic sensor program?

When do you think the ultrasonic sensor would be useful for your robot?  What 
types of tasks will it help the robot complete?

After completing this activity, I can:

Teacher/Coach Approval: Date:

Attach sensors to my robot
Use the wait block in my code
Program my robot to move autonomously
Analyze situations in which sensors would be useful

5.2
Watch the Ultrasonic Sensor video!

Program your robot and test your program!
Use the space below to record your program details. 

File Name:
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What? What is it?

You guys... 

aren’t going to... 

...believe this!

There is a 
robot competition 

coming up! 
And WE 

can enter!
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ROBOTICS COMPETITION!
Test your logic and programming skills against

 this year’s ULTIMATE CHALLENGE BOARD!

Judging based on

the robot

teamwork

research project

Students aged 9 to 14 can register their teams today!
But are you sure 
we’re ready for 
a competition?

Sure, just think of all 
we’ve accomplished since 
the first day we opened 
that box of robot pieces.

Cool!

We can conduct 
experiments to 
help us choose 
which variables 
to change in our 

code.

So, what do 
you think? 

Can we do it?

And we have 
a whole book 

full of notes to 
look at if we ever 

get stuck.

We can ask 
our teachers 

and other 
friends for help 
along the way.

Yeah!!

Yeah, we can figure out the right 
moves for the robot and design 
attachments to perform tasks.

We’ve been doing 
research along the 

way, so we know how 
to find answers to 

our questions.
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Watch a video on the companion website

Record your data or observations

Think about what you have learned and 
write a summary

View a document on the website

Take notes about your program

Check in with your teacher or coach

http://www.starbasemn.org/robotics/
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